
  
 

New Hockey Australia Masters Committee structure becomes reality 

 

Hockey Australia has just announced the final stages of implementation of ‘an exciting new 

structure for Masters Hockey’ promising ‘more effective governance’. Acting CEO, Michael 

Johnston acknowledged Masters players as ‘among the most engaged and passionate in our 

hockey family’(press release). 

 

The new structure is: 

• HA Masters Committee –  

a strategic group of nine people responsible for overall direction, planning and 

policy implementation and development; and 

• Men’s and a Women’s Operational Groups responsible for day to day running of 

Masters. 

 

The HA Masters Committee includes: 

• Sue Briggs Chairperson of the HAMC.  

• Kirsty Hunter (Treasurer),  

• Dean Lomax (Engagement and Communications),  

• Michael Young (Member Association Representative – Men,) and 

• Sharon Williams (Member Association Representative – Women). 

 

Call for nominations to Operational Groups 

 

Hockey Australia is now setting up the two skill based Operational Groups and is asking for 

nominations. Please consider nominating. For details on the type of person they want and 

whether you have the skills see https://www.hockey.org.au/integrity/#Other, 

 or the chair, Sue Briggs, would be very pleased to speak to you on brighton09@gmail.com. 

Deadline  COB Friday 17 September 2021.   

ACT Masters Hockey    

   

Screech September 2021 
    

Who would have believed it? A couple of months ago we were excitedly 

preparing for the Nationals. Now we are finishing our fourth riveting week of 

lockdown. With no sign of any opening up! 

One piece of good news. Hockey Australia is completing a total revamp of 

their support for Masters Hockey. This is excellent since it means both a 

more effective structure and shows that Hockey Australia really values us. 

Also a local player Mick Young is on the top level Masters Committee. See 

next issue for more details. 

  
  

 

  



Olympic Lessons 

 

Unfortunately, lockdown has meant we haven’t been able to test any subliminal impact of 

watching this great hockey. However, Gerin says we should learn from ‘how they accurately 

slap hit, rarely misstop, have confidence to beat players - and all because they have 

confidence and concentrate’. Also, in the semi against Germany, we can learn from Brand’s 

vertical stick as he deflected in Ogilvie’s shot. A negative lesson was seeing Sharpe rashly 

tackling from closer than 5 metres to a free, resulting in a penalty corner and goal to 

Germany. Even the stars suffer from rushes of blood! But the team showed confidence in 

him, and later he forced the corner to put Australia up 2-1. Perhaps another lesson for us. 

 

Hockey Happy Hour Lockdown Diversion 

We are very conscious that lockdown is difficult for younger vets who must manage family 

and work in this difficult situation. Life is easier for the mainly retired Thursday Hockey 

Happy Hourers. There have been a sequence of emails arising from our last aborted game, 

including Gerin posing some puzzles. One arose out of hockey: 

‘We can see patterns in our own play – One person likes to deliver balls direct to the 

forwards, another usually sweep hits to his left, while someone else will hold onto the ball 

when pressured. Many players will not attempt to beat you (so you only have to anticipate 

where the pass is going), etc. A good coach will recognize patterns in play and adapt to 

improve outcomes’. Most of us partly do this unconsciously, but it is a good idea to 

consciously analyse other players patterns of play and deliberately take  this into account.  

 

Gerin then posed a pattern recognition puzzle. 

 

‘What is the next number in the sequence: 

A    2, 5, 14, 41, ? 

B    84, 80, 72, 60, ? 

C    58, 26, 16, 14, ? 

D    39, 50, 63, 78, ?’ 

 

He also asked us to mention that he aiming to form a new team for Mondays. Good to see 

initiative to expand and add variety to our comp. If interested contact him on 

donehingee@gmail.com. 
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